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ABSTRACT
A continuous monitoring of the physical strength and mobility of elderly people is important
for maintaining their health and treating diseases at an early stage. However, frequent
screenings by physicians are exceeding the logistic capacities. An alternate approach is the
automatic and unobtrusive collection of functional measures by ambient sensors. In the current
publication, we show the correlation among data of ambient motion sensors and the wellestablished mobility assessment Short-Physical-Performance-Battery and Tinetti. We use the
average number of motion sensor events for correlation with the assessment scores. The
evaluation on a real-world dataset shows a moderate to strong correlation with the scores of
standardised geriatrics physical assessments.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Being in good health and good physical condition is essential for the quality of life and wellbeing of humans. Especially, the elderly people who are more prone to diseases and functional
decline. Frequently consulting physicians is important for this age group, because early diagnosis
is the key for a better treatment and recovery. On the one hand, the logistic capacities of
physicians are limited and are not sufficient for sophisticated continuous long-term monitoring.
On the other hand, long-term monitoring enhances physician's decision-making process. To
address this problem unobtrusive smart home sensors can be facilitated for continuous long-term
monitoring of elderly people in their domestic environments. This kind of sensors are respecting
the privacy of the inhabitant and are well-accepted among the target group. They get acquainted
to the sensors in a few days and after that, they do not notice the sensors anymore [1]. The
mobility of elderly people is one key indicator for their physical and mental condition. Moreover,
falling is a critical incident for elderly people and even though they recover physically, they may
not recover mentally [2-5]. The mobility, balance and muscle-strength of elderly people is usually
assessed by physicians or physiotherapists by standardised geriatrics assessments like the ShortPhysical-Performance-Battery (SPPB), Timed Up&Go and Tinetti and those assessments must be
performed under the supervision of a professional. Due to capacity issues those assessments
cannot be performed frequently. Moreover, the assessment measures the form of the day the
person is doing the test and people tend to give their best effort in testing situations, in other
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words there is a difference between performance and capacity. The studies found that the
performance is more clinically relevant than the capacity [6].
Our approach uses motion sensor events as indicator for the physical conditions of elderly people.
We used data from motion sensors installed in domestic environments of elderly people and
correlate it with scores of the standardised geriatrics assessments SPPB and Tinetti. We consider
the two parts of the Tinetti separately as Tinetti13 and Tinetti28. Tinetti13 has only gait items and
Tinetti28 balance items. This paper is structured as follows
In Section 2 similar approaches are mentioned and the standardised geriatrics assessments are
explained. Section 3 Materials and Methods describes the study for collecting the data, the
preparation of the dataset and the used interpolation and correlation methods. In the following
result section, the results are explained. In the last section the results are discussed, and an
outlook is given.

2. STATE OF THE ART
Approved and validated functional tests to assess the physical strength, the mobility and the risk
of falling in elderly people are SPPB [7] and Tinetti [8] test. Both tests must be supervised by a
professional.
The SPPB assessment has been developed for assessing the mobility of people aged 65 and older.
The SPPB assesses the three domains balance, gait speed and strength of the lower limbs. Each
domain is assessed by one item and the total performance is scored from 0 to 12 points, where a
higher score indicates better mobility and vice versa. The item for assessing the balance is
comprised of three sub-items related to balance. The first one is parallel stand, the second is
semi-parallel stand and the third one is totally parallel stand. The strength of the lower limbs is
assessed by the 5-times Chair Rise item. At the beginning the patient is sitting on a chair and then
the patient is asked to stand up and sit down for 5 times in a row without using his or her arms.
The gait is assessed by the 4m walk test and the patient is asked to walk over a distance of 4
metres. The time for all assessment items is measured separately and depending on the time the
item is scored. The patient can achieve 1 to 4 points for each of the three domains and a total of
12 points.
The Tinetti [9] test assesses the two domains balance and gait to estimate the risk of falling. The
modified version has eight items for balance and another eight for gait. The maximum score for
gait performance are 13 points and the maximum score for balance are 15 points. The higher the
score, the better the mobility. The items of the Tinetti are on different scales. The balance items
are scored from 0 to 4 points, where three items have a score from 0 to 1, four items a score from
0 to 3 and one item from 0 to 4. The gait assessment items are scored from 0 to 2 points and five
of the eight items are scored from 0 to 2 and the other three from 0 to 1. The supervisor will score
the items in best practice. The scoring depends on the impression of the supervisor because there
is a verbal description for giving the points instead of a quantified scale.
The approaches to assess the mobility of a person through sensors are, for example, the
determination of gait phases and gait parameters, such as step time or length, stride time or
length, cadence, gait speed, or maximum toe clearance. These approaches use either wearable or
ambient sensors. The wearable sensors are usually inertial sensors, which are positioned at
different body locations and detect the movements of one or more parts of the body during
walking, are often used as wearable sensors [9]. Typically, inertial sensors are accelerometers,
which are used alone or in combination with a triaxial gyroscope, a triaxial magnetometer, or a
barometer. Combinations of these sensors are called IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit). An
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inertial sensor or IMU is used either stand-alone [10-13] or integrated into a smart device such as
smartphone [14], smartwatch [15] or fitness tracker [16].
Other approaches use pressure or force sensors, either as wearables, e.g. integrated in socks [17]
or insoles [18] or as ambient sensors, e.g. integrated into sensor carpets [19] or treadmills [20].
Here, the pressure distributions or ground reaction forces are analysed. Besides there is a similar
approach that uses capacitive proximity sensors, which can be placed invisibly under different
floor coverings and detect the movement of people above [21].
The approaches using video-based systems often determine the positions of joints to detect the
movement of the corresponding body parts. These systems can be divided into markerless and
marker-based systems. Several markerless approaches use the Microsoft Kinect [22, 23]. Markerbased approaches do not only employ markers, which are placed at anatomically important body
positions, e.g. joints, as well as the use of either passive [24] or active markers [25].
Home automation sensors have the advantages of being inexpensive, taking privacy concerns into
account, and may already are installed in the domestic environment of a person due to other
benefits such as lighting, heating control or security aspects. Typical sensors used to assess the
mobility are light barriers [26, 27] and motion sensors. Motion sensors can, for example, are
mounted on the ceiling of a frequently used passageway and determine the walking speed of a
person [28]. Further approaches analyse the transition times between the coverage areas of
different sensors [29-31]
Other sensor-based approaches detect the movements of lower limbs by means of radar [32, 33],
laser scanner [34, 35] or ultrasonic sensors [36, 37].
Considering the summary of the state of the art, ambient sensors seem to be the best choice for
unobtrusive measurements in domestic environments. Ambient sensors are respecting the privacy
and measure the performance and not the capacity, because the person is not engaged in a test
situation during the measurements.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The used material was a dataset collected during a field study called OTAGO. The main goal of
the study was to investigate whether the OTAGO exercise program [44] has an effect in
rehabilitation. The used methods are linear approximations for the sensor data and the assessment
scores, and a correlation coefficient for the statistical correlation analysis.

3.1. Data Acquisition
The data has been collected during the OTAGO study which ranged from July 2014 to December
2015. The planned duration of the study was 40 weeks for each participant. Twenty participants
(17 female, 3 male) of an average age of 84.75 years (±5.19 years) participated in the study. They
were in pre-frail or frail condition. Due to drop out the average participation time was 36.5
weeks. Due to sickness, visitors, public holidays etc. the average days between two assessments
were 31.3 days (±5.3 days). Two participants died during the study and two participants
performed the assessments ten times. For the remaining 16 participants eleven assessments have
been conducted. At the beginning and every four weeks the standardised geriatrics assessments,
Timed Up&Go, SPPB, Barthel Index and Instrumental Activities of Daily Living among others
were performed [38-41]. In addition, ambient passive infrared wireless motion sensors have been
installed in the living space of the participants. The motion sensors had a cool down time of 8
seconds when motion cannot be detected. All sensors sent their data over the air to a base station.
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The sensor system was mainly comprised of home automation sensors and power sensors. A
concussion sensor has been placed in the bed, since the used motion sensor was not sensitive
enough to measure the small movements while sleeping. A switch with four keys has been
installed next to the front door of the homes to indicate whether the person is alone in the flat or
not. The participants have been instructed to press a key to make the system aware when another
person enters the flat. When the person leaves the flat again or the participant comes home,
another key had to be pressed to make the system aware that only one person is inside the flat. In
Fig. 1 a flat of one of the participants is shown.

Figure 1. Example of a flat of one of the participants. The positions of the sensors are
marked by symbols.

3.2. Preprocessing
The data described in Section 3.1. is preprocessed in the following manner. The sensor events of
each day are added up for each sensor. Then the average number of events per day is computed
by adding up the number of events and dividing it by the number of motion sensor in the flat of
the participant. The result is one feature per day. The mathematical formulation is

(I)
where n is the number of sensors installed in the flat, j the 8 seconds time window of the day and
1 the indicator function defined on the set A of all sensor events. In other words, the indicator
function is 1 if there is a sensor event e from sensor i in time window j and 0 if there is no event.
If there is no sensor event recorded on a certain day, the day is excluded from the dataset. The
average days between two assessments after removing are 31.6 days and the assessment scores
were used as they were recorded. Unless a sub-item could not be performed, but the remaining
items can, the sub-item is scored with 0 even though the items score cannot be 0 according to the
manual.
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Several participants have been excluded from the dataset. Three participants were excluded,
because they were hospitalised during the study. Their data was incomplete and after being
discharged from the hospital the participants used walking frames and got assistance while
performing the assessments. In three flats the motion sensors in key areas have been installed a
few months after the study started. Hence, the data from the most frequently used rooms like the
kitchen, living room and hallway is not available. These three participants have been excluded as
well. Another two participants have been excluded due to incomplete data, there was an error that
caused fragmented data. Overall, we excluded eight participants from the analysis. Such
exclusion resulted in a final cohort of 12, with 10 female and 2 male participants.

3.3. Interpolation and Approximation
Two different interpolation methods were used for the values. The assessment scores are
interpolated using a spline interpolation and the average activities per day are approximated with
a linear regression. The piecewise polynomial interpolation or spline interpolation is an ordinary
linear function defined as follows
(II)
where x is the date of the assessment, m the slope and b the interception with the y-axis. In
addition, for each two consecutive scores ai and ai+1 the following conditions must hold

(III)
where i denotes the index of the assessment score. Spline interpolation is used, because the
assessments were taken in an average interval of 31.3 days and assuming a linear change is
feasible. The frequency of the average motion in one day is much higher. Between two
assessments an average of 31.6 values are available. This value is slightly larger than the average
days between two assessments, because we excluded some participants from our dataset. Linear
regression is more robust in the face of outliers than spline interpolation. So, linear regression is
used to approximate a function for the average motion values. The linear regression has the same
base function as the spline interpolation, but the way of computing the values m and b is different

(IV)
where d is an arbitrary metric function, i the number of values and vi the i-th value of the value
set. Formula IV is computed for different m’s and the m which results in the smallest sum is
chosen as best parameter for the regression. For this research, the Euclidean distance is used as
metric. The linear regression formula is not taking b into account. However, after computing m
there is only one unknown left in the equation. Using linear algebra, the unique solution can be
computed.
The interpolated and fitted values are correlated with each other using Spearman's ρ.
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3.4. Correlation Coefficient and Thresholds
For correlation, the Spearman Rank Correlation or Spearman's ρ is used [42]. The correlation
assesses whether there is a monotonic relationship between two variables. In contrast to the
Pearson Correlation there is only one assumption that must hold. It is sufficient when the
variables are in an ordinal scale. To each value its rank is assigned. The values are sorted in an
ascending order and the rank is the index of the value. Since, two values can have the same rank,
the rank is not well-defined. To overcome this, the equal values are slightly altered to become
different and the new rank is the mean of the ranks of the altered values. This is called Ties. Once
all ranks are assigned the correlation is computed with the formula

(V)
where R(xi) denotes the rank of value xi, µ the mean of all ranks of the corresponding variable and
n is the number of values.
For judging the strength of the correlation, the definition of Cohen [43] is used. Correlations
between 0.1 and 0.3 are considered as small, between 0.3 and 0.5 are considered as moderate and
larger than 0.5 are considered as large. This holds for the negative values as well. A correlation is
statistically significant when p<0.001 holds.

4. RESULTS
All correlations satisfying the threshold of 0.3 are significant with a p-Value smaller than 0.001.
All the participants have at least one assessment with a moderate correlation. The smallest
correlation 0.3 occurs for participant 2 with the SPPB and with the Tinetti13 assessments. The
smallest significant correlation is the correlation with the SPPB of participant 10 with 0.23. The
p-Values of each smaller correlation is greater than 0.001. Participant 9 has the largest correlation
values over all for all assessments. There are four participants (3,4,5,12) with only one
assessment with a correlation stronger than moderate. The participants 1,2,6,7,10,11 have a
correlation stronger than 0.3 for two assessments. The Tinetti13 and Tinetti28 are correlated for
the participants 6,7,10 and 11. The SPPB and Tinetti13 are correlated only for participant 2 and
SPPB and Tinetti28 are correlated only for participant 1. For participants 8 and 9 all assessments
are correlated with a minimum correlation of 0.43. The correlation values and corresponding pvalues are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. The participants and the correlations with the assessments SPPB, Tinetti13, Tinetti28.
Correlations that are moderate at least are in bold font.
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

SPPB
-0.56 (p<0.001)
-0.30 (p<0.001)
-0.12 (p<0.02)
-0.50 (p<0.001)
-0.33 (p<0.001)
0.03 (p<0.6)
-0.05 (p<0.3)
0.49 (p<0.001)

Assessment Correlation
Tinetti13
Tinetti28
0.10 (p<0.07)
0.52 (p<0.001)
0.30 (p<0.001)
0.24 (p<0.001)
-0.32 (p<0.001)
-0.04 (p<0.4)
-0.15 (p<0.006)
-0.11 (p<0.03)
0.14 (p<0.01)
-0.05 (p<0.3)
-0.40 (p<0.001)
-0.60 (p<0.001)
0.70 (p<0.001)
0.60 (p<0.001)
-0.43 (p<0.001)
-0.60 (p<0.001)
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9
10
11
12

0.88 (p<0.001)
0.23 (p<0.001)
-0.06 (p<0.2)
-0.34 (p<0.001)

0.82 (p<0.001)
0.60 (p<0.001)
-0.61 (p<0.001)
0.02 (p<0.7)
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0.88 (p<0.001)
-0.39 (p<0.001)
-0.38 (p<0.001)
-0.28 (p<0.001)

The Figures 2 and 3 are showing the interpolated and fitted values for the participants 5 and 8.
For participant 5 there are about 340 days of data available and for participant 8 about 210 days.
Due to the linear spline interpolation method there are sudden changes in slope between two
values. For participant 5 the correlation with SPPB and Tinetti28 are large, where the correlation
with the Tinetti28 is negative. The two corresponding graphs are showing a subtended progress.
Where the graph of SPPB is increasing, the graph of Tinetti28 is mostly decreasing. The graph of
Tinetti13 is nearly constant most of the time and the Tinetti13 is not correlated at all. For
participant 5 there is a large negative value for the average motion sensor events.
The graphs of the SPPB and the average motion sensor events of participant 8 are increasing. The
graphs of the Tinetti tests are decreasing overall. The table shows a positive correlation with the
SPPB, but a negative correlation with the Tinetti tests .

Figure 2. The graphs of the interpolated scores of the three assessments and the linear fitted average
motions sensor events for participant 5.
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Figure 3. The graphs of the interpolated scores of the three assessments and the linear fitted average
motions sensor events for participant 8.

Correlating the scores achieved in the three domains of the SPPB leads to the results shown in
Table 2. A moderate to large correlation is found for the participants 2,3,4,6,8 and 12. Participant
9 has a large positive correlation for all three domains. The domain balance correlates with the
average motion sensor events for the participants 6,8,9, the domain gait and 4 metres correlate for
the participants 2,4,9, and the domain assessing the strength of the lower limbs correlates for
participants 3,9, and 12. There is no moderate correlation found for participants 1,5,7,10, and 11.
There is a correlation of 0.0 for participant 1 with 5CRT, participant 7 for 5CRT as well and for
participant 10 for balance and 4 metres.
Table 2. The correlation of the three domains assessed by the SPPB. 5 times chair rise and 4m gait test.
Correlations that are moderate at least are in bold font.
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Balance
-0.22 (p<0.001)
0.01 (p<0.7)
-0.10 (p<0.05)
0.20 (p<0.001)
-0.25 (p<0.001)
-0.58 (p<0.001)
-0.01 (p<0.83)
0.52 (p<0.001)
0.82 (p<0.001)
0.00 (p<0.0)
0.13 (p<0.01)
-0.25 (p<0.001)

SPPB Item Correlation
4m
5CRT
-0.21 (p<0.001)
0.00 (p<0.0)
-0.63 (p<0.001)
-0.21 (p<0.001)
0.26 (p<0.001)
0.36 (p<0.001)
-0.62 (p<0.001)
-0.23 (p<0.001)
-0.20 (p<0.001)
-0.22 (p<0.001)
0.17 (p<0.007)
-0.13 (p<0.04)
-0.15 (p<0.008)
0.00 (p<0.0)
-0.21 (p<0.002)
0.14 (p<0.04)
0.82 (p<0.001)
0.82 (p<0.001)
0.00 (p<0.0)
-0.06 (p<0.2)
-0.02 (p<0.6)
0.26 (p<0.001)
0.24 (p<0.001)
-0.78 (p<0.001)

The Figures 4 and 5 are showing the graphs of each domain item and the average motion sensor
events. The scores for Balance and 5CRT of participant 5 are showing a similar progress and
after the 5-th assessment the scores have the same value. The graph of the 4m gait test is more
variable and is continuously increasing and decreasing.
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Figure 4. The graphs of the interpolated item scores and the linear fitted
average motions sensor events of participant 5.

Figure 5. The graphs of the interpolated item scores and the linear fitted
average motions sensor events of participant 8.

5. DISCUSSION
Table 1 shows some interesting findings. Even though the three assessments are assessing similar
domains the correlations are different. The reason why SPPB and Tinetti13 have a different
correlation is that Tinetti13 is comprised of gait items only while the SPPB includes additional
parameters that cover balance and lower limb muscle-strength. A good example for such
variational effect is participant 12. For this participant, the correlation of SPPB is moderate and
there is no correlation with Tinetti13 and a weak correlation with Tinetti28. Looking at Table 2
the balance which is assessed in Tinetti28 and the gait which is assessed in Tinetti13 and
Tinetti28 shows a weak correlation only, but the 5CRT which is assessing the lower limb strength
has a large correlation.
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With participant 9 showing the highest correlation overall, the general validity of the ambient
motion sensors to detect functional decline can be confirmed. It is worthwhile, to investigate the
individual history of this case: Two month in the study, the participant got a cytotoxic therapy.
Therefore, the physical and psychological conditions of this participant became worse rapidly.
Due to the frequent treatments in the hospital the quality of the data is worse compared to the
other participants. While the corresponding decline is well given in this case, others slighter
trajectories as well have been present:
For participant 2 there is moderate correlation for SPPB and Tinetti13. The explanation is that
only the 4m gait test has large correlation and the other two items have no and a weak correlation
respectively. The SPPB takes all three domains into account equally and the Tinetti13 is
comprised of items for assessing gait only. The Tinetti28 is slightly imbalanced towards the
balance items because the maximum balance score is higher than the maximum gait score.
Even considering Table 2 there is no explanation for some combination of correlations. For
participants 1,5,7,10, and 11 there is no significant correlation for the SPPB items, but there are
moderate to strong correlations found for the assessments themselves. The reason might be a
combination of the items of the assessments. To verify this further investigation is needed.
The unclear results could be traced back to the study as well. The sensors were installed in the
domestic environments and could not be controlled. Some sensors were relocated by the dweller
so that the sensing area changed. That might led to a blind spot, where a lot of activities were
done. That would have changed the number of events and the cause is not a change in mobility,
but in sensor relocation.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The results show that the approach using motion sensor data for assessing the mobility of elderly
people is feasible for continuous long-term monitoring and provides valuable information for
physicians. The correlations found with SPPB and Tinetti are moderate (≤0.3) at least and
statistically significant (p<0.001).
There are two ways to further investigate the relation between the motion sensor data and the
assessment scores. The first way is to improve the interpolation, regression and analytical
methods. Artificial intelligence algorithms show promising results in ubiquitous computing and
analysing data from distributed sensor systems. So, the second way is to add more information to
the data and additional data from other sensors. Power consumption sensors can add valuable
information about activities for further analysis. The current data does not take the entropy of a
sensor event into account. For example, a motion sensor which is attached near the door to the
backyard might not have as many events as a motion sensor in the living room, but the
information that the participant left the flat is more important than the participant is in the living
room. Moreover, the sequence of the events could be taken into account. Those sequences can
give information about the ways of the participant in the flat. The ratio between unnecessary
ways in the flat and necessary ones like going to the toilet, may proof to be a good feature to
improve the correlation.
In addition, there are unclear correlation combinations, maybe due to special combinations of
assessment items might be the cause. To find an explanation the correlations of the items must be
explored further by correlating every single Tinetti item with the average motion sensor events.
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